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Nehemiah, as a book, can be divided into two basic sections: the first
section, chapters 1 through 6; and the second section, chapters 7
through 13.
In the first half, there’s the _________________ phase, and the second
half consists of the __________________ phase.
There are two basic categories of leaders. The first one is called the
_____________, i.e. the one that gets something going. The second
type is the _________________, i.e. the individual that keeps something
going.
This section from Nehemiah 7 records for us three important steps
Nehemiah took in order to pull off this transition and protect both his
people and the construction that had just been completed.
STEP ONE…is that Nehemiah enlisted _______________.
verses 1-3 (see screen)
Both Hanani and Hananiah possessed two essential qualities:
_________________ and a ________ of ______.
Practical suggestions on being more faithful:
 start __________
 be on ________
 do the hardest job __________
 get ______________
 act on ______________ and not _____________
 practice ________-___________
Principle: We must __________ what we have gained so that we
don’t lose it.
STEP TWO…is that Nehemiah established ________________.
verse 4 through verse 69
There are ten different people groups mentioned here:
Group one - Zerubbabel’s _______________.
verse seven
Group two - different _____________.
verses eight through twenty-six

Group three - the people according to different _____________.
verses twenty-seven through thirty-eight
Group four - the ____________
verses thirty-nine through forty-two
Group five - the ____________
verse forty-three
Group six - the ___________ ____________
verse forty-four
Group seven - the different ________________
verse forty-five
Group eight - the different ___________ _____________
verses forty-six through sixty
Group nine - the ___________ __________ of people that, for
some reason, were not able to prove their genealogies
verses sixty-one through sixty-five
Group ten - a miscellaneous assembly of _____________
verse sixty-seven
NOTE: The important thing in this section was not to
__________ the people, but to understand that those people
____________.
Three basic categories of ministers:
 ________________
 ________-___________
 ________ ___________
STEP THREE…is that Nehemiah encouraged ____________.
verses seventy through seventy-three
Nehemiah encourages sacrificial giving to the temple in order to
re-establish personal and public worship.
Principle: An ______________ achievement comes from an
______________ commitment.

